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•• Importance of residual transforms in morphological Importance of residual transforms in morphological 
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New segmentation criteriaNew segmentation criteria
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New segmentation criteriaNew segmentation criteria

•• Hierarchical approach of image segmentationHierarchical approach of image segmentation
Waterfalls transformationWaterfalls transformation
Enhanced waterfallsEnhanced waterfalls
P algorithmP algorithm



How to Practice?How to Practice?
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The The toolstools presentedpresented herehere are are availableavailable in the MAMBA in the MAMBA 
librarylibrary

http://www.mambahttp://www.mamba--image.orgimage.org



• It’s a flooding It’s a flooding process.process.

• Flooding sources are theFlooding sources are the
minima of the minima of the function.function.

•• The The result is a partition result is a partition ofof
the the image into catchment image into catchment 
basins basins and watershed and watershed 
lines lines (dams).(dams).

WatershedWatershed Transformation, Quick Transformation, Quick ReminderReminder
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lines lines (dams).(dams).
•• Efficient implementations (real Efficient implementations (real time) time) existexist

Use of the watershed transform Use of the watershed transform 
for for greyscalegreyscale image image segmentation segmentation 
(watershed of gradient)(watershed of gradient)

Catchment basins correspond to 
homogeneous grey regions in the image.

•• Properties and biases are knownProperties and biases are known ..•• Properties and biases are knownProperties and biases are known ..



The gradient watershed is overThe gradient watershed is over--segmented.segmented.

Gradient images are noisy Gradient images are noisy 
and contain many minima. and contain many minima. 
Each minimum generates a Each minimum generates a 
catchment basin in the WTS.catchment basin in the WTS.

Gradient images are noisy Gradient images are noisy 
and contain many minima. and contain many minima. 
Each minimum generates a Each minimum generates a 
catchment basin in the WTS.catchment basin in the WTS.

Coping with OverCoping with Over--SegmentationSegmentation
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To avoid this overTo avoid this over--segmentation due to segmentation due to 
numerous sources of flooding, one can numerous sources of flooding, one can 
select some of them (the markers) and select some of them (the markers) and 
perform perform a markera marker--controlled watershed controlled watershed 
transformtransform..



original imageoriginal image gradientgradient

Advantages of the MarkerAdvantages of the Marker--Controlled WatershedControlled Watershed
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Markers corresponding to Markers corresponding to 
the two regions to be the two regions to be 
segmented (drawn by segmented (drawn by 
hand actually)hand actually)

Markers corresponding to Markers corresponding to 
the two regions to be the two regions to be 
segmented (drawn by segmented (drawn by 
hand actually)hand actually)

gradient watershedsgradient watersheds



SupervisedSupervised and and UnsupervisedUnsupervised SegmentationSegmentation

•• UsingUsing markers markers withwith the the watershedwatershed transformtransform isis the the 
«« standardstandard » » approachapproach,,

SupervisedSupervised segmentationsegmentation

Class of Class of operatorsoperators providingproviding thesethese markersmarkersClass of Class of operatorsoperators providingproviding thesethese markersmarkers

•• WhenWhen markers are not markers are not availableavailable easilyeasily or or whenwhen itit isis not not 
possible to possible to definedefine relevant relevant featuresfeatures to to bebe segmentedsegmented,,

UnsupervisedUnsupervised segmentationsegmentation

HierarchicalHierarchical segmentationsegmentation
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A Simple User’s GuideA Simple User’s Guide

A morphological segmentation A morphological segmentation 
process is performed in two process is performed in two 
stepssteps

•• The function f quantifies the The function f quantifies the 
criterion which is used by the criterion which is used by the 
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criterion which is used by the criterion which is used by the 
segmentationsegmentation
•• The markers indicate the The markers indicate the 
regions/objects to be extractedregions/objects to be extracted

This scheme (segmentation paradigm) has the advanta ge to be This scheme (segmentation paradigm) has the advanta ge to be 
generic and to be applicable to many segmentation p roblems (2D, generic and to be applicable to many segmentation p roblems (2D, 
3D, greytone, color, multi3D, greytone, color, multi--spectral, interactive s egmentation, etc.).spectral, interactive segmentation, etc.).

It’s, however, a simplistic user’s guide…It’s, however, a simplistic user’s guide…



Which Criteria? Which Markers?Which Criteria? Which Markers?

•• Regarding greyscale (or color) images, contrast cri teria are used Regarding greyscale (or color) images, contrast cri teria are used 
and therefore functions quantifying differences bet ween adjacent and therefore functions quantifying differences bet ween adjacent 
pixels and/or regions:pixels and/or regions:

GradientGradient
TopTop--hat transformhat transform
Various combinationsVarious combinations

•• The watershed approach can also be used to segment sets The watershed approach can also be used to segment sets •• The watershed approach can also be used to segment sets The watershed approach can also be used to segment sets 
according to their shapes and sizes. In this case, the according to their shapes and sizes. In this case, the Distance Distance 
functionfunction is widely used.is widely used.

•• Markers are built by various means. They are often obtained from Markers are built by various means. They are often obtained from 
extrema (minima or maxima) of the criteria function s or by more extrema (minima or maxima) of the criteria function s or by more 
sophifisticated approaches using a wide range of mo rphological tools sophifisticated approaches using a wide range of mo rphological tools 
(filters, geodesic operators).(filters, geodesic operators).
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Coffee grainsCoffee grains The The distance functiondistance function of the set is computed. of the set is computed. 
This distance function is inverted and its This distance function is inverted and its 
watershed is performed. The marker set is watershed is performed. The marker set is 
made of the maxima of the distance function.made of the maxima of the distance function.

Set Segmentation, an ExampleSet Segmentation, an Example
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((ExampleExample availableavailable in MAMBAin MAMBA))



Silver nitrate grains on a filmSilver nitrate grains on a film

Some Examples Some Examples of Applications…of Applications…

3D restitution of  water drops from an hologram3D restitution of  water drops from an hologram
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3D restitution of  water drops from an hologram3D restitution of  water drops from an hologram



3D brain NMR image3D brain NMR image

… With 3D Images … With 3D Images 
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Polyester foamPolyester foam

((ExampleExample availableavailable in MAMBA)in MAMBA)



… And With Animated Images… And With Animated Images
The PROMETHEUS project: The PROMETHEUS project: road segmentation and obsta cle detectionroad segmentation and obstacle detection
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Lane detection based on a Lane detection based on a 
watershed segmentation applied watershed segmentation applied 
on each image of the sequenceon each image of the sequence

Lanes detection with reLanes detection with re--use of use of 
the previous result as markers the previous result as markers 
in the current imagein the current image

((ExampleExample availableavailable in MAMBA)in MAMBA)



Extending Shape Criteria to Greyscale Extending Shape Criteria to Greyscale 
Images, Is It Possible? Images, Is It Possible? 

Until recently, it was difficult to apply shape and  size criteria to Until recently, it was difficult to apply shape and  size criteria to 
greyscale image segmentation.greyscale image segmentation.
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Example of traffic lanes segmentation: the lanes ar e not separated by Example of traffic lanes segmentation: the lanes ar e not separated by 
a significant difference in grey levels. Therefore,  using contrast a significant difference in grey levels. Therefore,  using contrast 
criteria is irrelevant. Conversely, to use shape or  size criteria, we need criteria is irrelevant. Conversely, to use shape or  size criteria, we need 
to work on the set corresponding to the road, which  must be obtained to work on the set corresponding to the road, which  must be obtained 
by a… segmentation.by a… segmentation.

New operators allow to bridge the gap between these  two kinds of New operators allow to bridge the gap between these  two kinds of 
criteria.criteria.

((ExampleExample availableavailable in MAMBA)in MAMBA)



•• Limited toolboxLimited toolbox
•• Which class of tools?Which class of tools?
•• Is it possible to expand itIs it possible to expand it??

•• Limited toolboxLimited toolbox
•• Which class of tools?Which class of tools?
•• Is it possible to expand itIs it possible to expand it??

ff MM

AAllll the operators used with the watershed  transf ormation are the operators used with the watershed  transformati on are 
residues.residues.
AAllll the operators used with the watershed  transf ormation are the operators used with the watershed  transformati on are 
residues.residues.
A residual operator is the difference of two operat ors called A residual operator is the difference of two operat ors called 
primitive functions:primitive functions:
A residual operator is the difference of two operat ors called A residual operator is the difference of two operat ors called 
primitive functions:primitive functions:

A Deeper Insight into the ToolsA Deeper Insight into the Tools

primitive functions:primitive functions:

•• Morphological gradient         Morphological gradient         δ δ δ δ δ δ δ δ –– ε ε ε ε ε ε ε ε (dilation, erosion)(dilation, erosion)
•• TopTop--Hat transform         Hat transform         I I –– γ  γ  γ  γ  γ  γ  γ  γ  (identity, opening)(identity, opening)
•• Distance function/ultimate erosion         Distance function/ultimate erosion         εεεεεεεεii \\ γγγγγγγγ((εεεεεεεεii)   )   (erosion, (erosion, 
opening of erosion)opening of erosion)
•• Maxima, minima of a function f         Maxima, minima of a function f         ff –– RR ff--11 (f) (R, geodesic (f) (R, geodesic 
reconstruction)      reconstruction)      

primitive functions:primitive functions:

•• Morphological gradient         Morphological gradient         δ δ δ δ δ δ δ δ –– ε ε ε ε ε ε ε ε (dilation, erosion)(dilation, erosion)
•• TopTop--Hat transform         Hat transform         I I –– γ  γ  γ  γ  γ  γ  γ  γ  (identity, opening)(identity, opening)
•• Distance function/ultimate erosion         Distance function/ultimate erosion         εεεεεεεεii \\ γγγγγγγγ((εεεεεεεεii)   )   (erosion, (erosion, 
opening of erosion)opening of erosion)
•• Maxima, minima of a function f         Maxima, minima of a function f         ff –– RR ff--11 (f) (R, geodesic (f) (R, geodesic 
reconstruction)      reconstruction)      
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New residues can be defined and usedNew residues can be defined and usedNew residues can be defined and usedNew residues can be defined and used
15ECS11, Kaiserslautern, July 2013



Numerical Residues, Short IntroductionNumerical Residues, Short Introduction

Starting Starting fromfrom twotwo sequencessequences of transformationsof transformations

( )ii
Ii

Sup ζ−ψ=θ
∈

ii ζψ ≥ iψ andand withwith
, we define a doublet of operators:, we define a doublet of operators:

•• The residual transformationThe residual transformation

iζ

An elementary residual operator is defined by the d ifference of two An elementary residual operator is defined by the d ifference of two 
operators.operators.

General definitionGeneral definition
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Ii∈

( ) 1maxargq ii +ζ−ψ=•• Its associated functionIts associated function

A residual transform is made of a couple of A residual transform is made of a couple of 
operators: the first one provides locally (at every  operators: the first one provides locally (at every  
point of the image) the maximum value of the point of the image) the maximum value of the 
residue, the second one indicates the value of the residue, the second one indicates the value of the 
index index ii (it often corresponds to a size) which (it often corresponds to a size) which 
produces this maximum.produces this maximum.
Both operators are important!Both operators are important!

UltimateUltimate erosionerosion



New ResiduesNew Residues
Thanks to this general definition of a residual tra nsform, it is possible Thanks to this general definition of a residual tra nsform, it is possible 
to extend to functions residues defined for sets:to extend to functions residues defined for sets:

( )ireci

ii

εγ=ζ
ε=ψ

Ultimate ErosionUltimate Erosion
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1+=
=

ii

ii

γζ
γψ

1+=
=

ii

ii

εζ
εψ

q is called q is called QuasiQuasi-- DistanceDistance.

θ θ θ θ θ θ θ θ is named is named Ultimate OpeningUltimate Opening
q is the q is the GranulometricGranulometric functionfunction}

}

It is also possible to define new transformations:It is also possible to define new transformations:



Heap of rocksHeap of rocks Ultimate OpeningUltimate Opening

Ultimate OpeningUltimate Opening
Granulometic FunctionGranulometic Function
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Heap of rocksHeap of rocks Ultimate OpeningUltimate Opening

Granulometric functionGranulometric function



Each threshold Each threshold λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ of the of the 
granulometricgranulometric function q is function q is 
eroded by a  disk of size eroded by a  disk of size kk λλλλλλλλ (k<1)(k<1)

Markers GenerationMarkers Generation

The The granulometricgranulometric function can be function can be 
used to produce efficient markers used to produce efficient markers 
for the watershed for the watershed segmentation.segmentation.
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This operation produces markers of This operation produces markers of 
blocks whose size is proportional blocks whose size is proportional 
to the size of the block. As a result, to the size of the block. As a result, 
markers are better centered, even markers are better centered, even 
small particles are well marked and small particles are well marked and 
the watershed segmentation is of the watershed segmentation is of 
better quality.better quality.



SomeSome ResultsResults of Segmentationof Segmentation
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((ExampleExample availableavailable in MAMBA)in MAMBA)



Ultimate Opening Can Be Defined From Ultimate Opening Can Be Defined From 
Any Opening OperatorAny Opening Operator

For instance, with opening by geodesic reconstructi on…For instance, with opening by geodesic reconstructi on…
This operator emphasizes the size This operator emphasizes the size criterion.criterion.
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Residual operators provide efficient non parametric  filters. The Ultimate Residual operators provide efficient non parametric  filters. The Ultimate 
Opening is a remarkable tool for marking Opening is a remarkable tool for marking and and extracting salient features extracting salient features 
from an image.from an image.

Initial imageInitial image Ultimate OpeningUltimate Opening
by reconstructionby reconstruction

GranulometricGranulometric
functionfunction



Segmentation with the Ultimate Opening by Segmentation with the Ultimate Opening by 
ReconstructionReconstruction

Watershed of the Watershed of the 
gradient of the gradient of the 

Ultimate openingUltimate opening
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Selection of markersSelection of markers
from from granulometricgranulometric

functionfunction

gradient of the gradient of the 
ultimate openingultimate opening

Extraction of salient featuresExtraction of salient features

Initial imageInitial image

GranulometricGranulometric
functionfunction



QuasiQuasi--Distance and SegmentationDistance and Segmentation

A quasiA quasi--distance computed on a greyscale image pro vides the sizes of distance computed on a greyscale image provides the  sizes of 
the flat (homogeneous) regions       Markers for a segmentation based the flat (homogeneous) regions       Markers for a segmentation based 
on size and geometry (convexity).on size and geometry (convexity).
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• QuasiQuasi--distances performed both on the distances performed both on the 
image and the complementary oneimage and the complementary one

d, d’d, d’
•• Sup of the results       h=sup(d,d’)Sup of the results       h=sup(d,d’)
•• Markers extraction (maxima or threshold)Markers extraction (maxima or threshold)
•• Watershed of hWatershed of h



Segmentation With QuasiSegmentation With Quasi--DistancesDistances

∪∪∪∪
∪∪∪∪

WS
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∪∪∪∪
WS



Another ExampleAnother Example

QuasiQuasi--DistancesDistances
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Video surveillance Video surveillance 
scenescene

MarkersMarkers SegmentationSegmentation

((ExampleExample availableavailable in MAMBA)in MAMBA)



Gradient and QuasiGradient and Quasi--DistanceDistance
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QuasiQuasi--distance can be computed on the inverted gra dient functiondistance can be computed on the inverted gradient f unction
•• Only one quasiOnly one quasi--distance is calculateddistance is calculated
•• Hierarchy of regions based on their relative contra stHierarchy of regions based on their relative contra st
•• The shape of regions is taken into account (closure  of imperfectly The shape of regions is taken into account (closure  of imperfectly 

closed regions)closed regions)



•• In the initial user’s guide, no clue was given In the initial user’s guide, no clue was given 
about the operators used for segmentation.about the operators used for segmentation.

•• Criteria functions belong to the residual Criteria functions belong to the residual 
transforms class and markers are linked to transforms class and markers are linked to 
extremaextrema of these functions.of these functions.

•• Residual transformations, not only, emphasize Residual transformations, not only, emphasize 
variations of some features (contrast, size, variations of some features (contrast, size, 
shape, etc.) but also,  indicate where the greatest  shape, etc.) but also,  indicate where the greatest  
variations occur, what are their amplitudes and variations occur, what are their amplitudes and 

Towards a New User’s GuideTowards a New User’s Guide

Selection
of markers 
(regions)

Residual
operators
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variations occur, what are their amplitudes and variations occur, what are their amplitudes and 
which index value produces them.which index value produces them.

•• New residual transforms have been introduced. New residual transforms have been introduced. 
They bridge the gap between the numerical and They bridge the gap between the numerical and 
binary images regarding shape and size criteria.binary images regarding shape and size criteria.

•• Other residues are also very efficient: Other residues are also very efficient: 
regularised gradients, regularised gradients, spatiospatio--temporal gradients, temporal gradients, 
critical balls, pilings (in hierarchical critical balls, pilings (in hierarchical 
segmentations), etc.segmentations), etc.

Watershed of
the residual 
operator(s)

Final segmentation
(catchment basins

of the selected
markers)



It is not always possible to prevent overIt is not always possible to prevent over--segmenta tion by markersegmentation by marker--
controlled watershed because it is not always possi ble to find controlled watershed because it is not always possi ble to find 
good markers and/or segmentation criteria.good markers and/or segmentation criteria.

Therefore, another approaches of the segmentation w hich are Therefore, another approaches of the segmentation w hich are 
not based on the a priori selection of markers exis t. They aim at not based on the a priori selection of markers exis t. They aim at 
defining a hierarchy of segmentations.defining a hierarchy of segmentations.

Therefore, another approaches of the segmentation w hich are Therefore, another approaches of the segmentation w hich are 
not based on the a priori selection of markers exis t. They aim at not based on the a priori selection of markers exis t. They aim at 
defining a hierarchy of segmentations.defining a hierarchy of segmentations.

Hierarchical Segmentation, WaterfallsHierarchical Segmentation, Waterfalls
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The Waterfalls transformation is the other way to s olve the overThe Waterfalls transformation is the other way to s olve the over--
segmentation problem. segmentation problem. 
This approach is not new (1990). New developments ( 2006This approach is not new (1990). New developments ( 2006--2009) 2009) 
bring new perspectives and allow to define a unifie d approach of bring new perspectives and allow to define a unifie d approach of 
segmentation.segmentation.

The Waterfalls transformation is the other way to s olve the overThe Waterfalls transformation is the other way to s olve the over--
segmentation problem. segmentation problem. 
This approach is not new (1990). New developments ( 2006This approach is not new (1990). New developments ( 2006--2009) 2009) 
bring new perspectives and allow to define a unifie d approach of bring new perspectives and allow to define a unifie d approach of 
segmentation.segmentation.



SomeSome DefinitionsDefinitions

ValuedValued watershedwatershed
•• The The watershedwatershed of a of a functionfunction g g isis a set a set 
W(gW(g))

•• The The valuedvalued watershedwatershed isis a a functionfunction w(g) w(g) 
withwith support support W W takingtaking atat eacheach point of W point of W 
the value of gthe value of g

WW

30 Mai 2006
29

w(g)w(g)

Image initialeImage initiale Gradient gGradient g
ECS11, Kaiserslautern, July 2013



DefinitionsDefinitions ((continuedcontinued ))

First First OverflowOverflow Zone (FOZ)Zone (FOZ)
The FOZ of a The FOZ of a catchmentcatchment basin corresponds to the points of the basin corresponds to the points of the watershedwatershed
line line surroundingsurrounding thisthis catchmentcatchment basin basin wherewhere the first the first overflowoverflow occursoccurs..

30

LowerLower CatchmentCatchment BasinBasin
It’sIt’s the part of the the part of the catchmentcatchment basin basin 
floodedflooded beforebefore the occurrence of the first the occurrence of the first 
overflowoverflow..

First First OverflowOverflow ZonesZones

ECS11, Kaiserslautern, July 2013



Building the mosaic image:Building the mosaic image:

•• Watershed of gradientWatershed of gradient
•• For each minimum of     For each minimum of     
gradient, compute the gradient, compute the 
corresponding grey valuecorresponding grey value
•• Fill in the catchment basin Fill in the catchment basin 
with this grey valuewith this grey value

Mosaic Image and its GradientMosaic Image and its Gradient
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In the mosaic image, each arc In the mosaic image, each arc cc ijij
separates two catchment basins separates two catchment basins CBCB ii
and and CBCB jj. The valuation . The valuation vv ijij of the arc is of the arc is 
given by:given by:

vv ijij = | = | gg ii -- gg jj ||

where where gg ii and and gg jj are the grey values in are the grey values in 

Arcs Valuations in GradientArcs Valuations in Gradient--Mosaic ImageMosaic Image
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where where gg ii and and gg jj are the grey values in are the grey values in 
the the catchment basins.catchment basins.

In order to define properly minimal arcs, we need t o define a In order to define properly minimal arcs, we need t o define a 
neighborhoodneighborhood relationship between these arcs. This i s relationship between these arcs. This is 
achieved by means of the introduction of a new grap h.achieved by means of the introduction of a new grap h.



Definition of a new graphDefinition of a new graph

•• its vertices correspond to the arcs of the  its vertices correspond to the arcs of the  
mosaic gradientmosaic gradient
•• its edges link all arcs surrounding the same its edges link all arcs surrounding the same 
catchment basincatchment basin
•• each vertex is valued by the arc valuation each vertex is valued by the arc valuation 
as defined in the gradient mosaic as defined in the gradient mosaic 

Graph Representation and Graph Representation and 
Associated WatershedAssociated Watershed
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as defined in the gradient mosaic as defined in the gradient mosaic 

In this representation, the arcs In this representation, the arcs 
surrounding the same catchment basin surrounding the same catchment basin 
are adjacent. Therefore, minimal arcs are adjacent. Therefore, minimal arcs 
can be connected although it is not the can be connected although it is not the 
case in the case in the mosaic gradient, mosaic gradient, as as 
illustrated above (yellow summits illustrated above (yellow summits 
correspond to minimal arcs).correspond to minimal arcs).



A simple illustration using a mosaic imageA simple illustration using a mosaic image

OverOver--Segmentation and Perception of  ImagesSegmentation and Perception of  Images
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Despite the fact that the image is overDespite the fact that the image is over--segmented,  the white blob can segmented, the white blob can 
be easily distinguished from the background because , at the same be easily distinguished from the background because , at the same 
time, the boundaries between the regions inside the  blobs and the time, the boundaries between the regions inside the  blobs and the 
boundaries inside the background are less contraste d than the boundaries inside the background are less contraste d than the 
boundaries boundaries which which separate the blob and the background. Both th e separate the blob and the background. Both the 
blob and the background are blob and the background are markedmarked by boundaries with a by boundaries with a minimal minimal 
contrastcontrast ..



The The waterfalls transform is waterfalls transform is 
a watershed transform a watershed transform 
(propagation) performed on (propagation) performed on 
a graph defined from the a graph defined from the 
initial watershed image. initial watershed image. 
The markers of this The markers of this 
watershed are the minimal watershed are the minimal 

Waterfalls transform: a watershed applied on graphsWaterfalls transform: a watershed applied on graphs

First level of hierarchy
Initial watershedInitial watershed
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watershed are the minimal watershed are the minimal 
arcs of the initial watershed arcs of the initial watershed 
image.image.

Successive steps of floodingSuccessive steps of flooding



The previously defined graph is a The previously defined graph is a 
3D valued graph, which is not very 3D valued graph, which is not very 
handy.handy.

This graph can be transformed This graph can be transformed 

From a 3D to a Planar GraphFrom a 3D to a Planar Graph
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This graph can be transformed This graph can be transformed 
into a planar into a planar one:one:

•• A new vertex is added in each A new vertex is added in each 
catchment catchment basin (purple dot).basin (purple dot).

•• The previous edges are The previous edges are 
replaced by two successive replaced by two successive 
edges linking the original edges linking the original 
vertices through the new one.vertices through the new one.

•• The valuation of the new vertex is The valuation of the new vertex is 
equal to equal to min (min (vv ijij ) where ) where vv ijij are the are the 
valuations of the arcs surrounding valuations of the arcs surrounding 
the catchment basin.the catchment basin.



The hierarchical imageThe hierarchical image

mosaicmosaic

Image RepresentationImage Representation
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gradient mosaicgradient mosaic

hierarchical imagehierarchical image

An image, named hierarchical image can be build An image, named hierarchical image can be build 
from the planar graph. The catchment basins of from the planar graph. The catchment basins of 
the gradient mosaic are filled with grey values the gradient mosaic are filled with grey values 
corresponding to the valuation of the new added corresponding to the valuation of the new added 
vertices.vertices.
The watersheds of this hierarchical image give The watersheds of this hierarchical image give 
the higher level of hierarchy (with some the higher level of hierarchy (with some 
restrictions).restrictions).



A little explanation…A little explanation…
Consider the function f and its Consider the function f and its 
watershed. Various catchment watershed. Various catchment 
basins are numbered from 1 to 9. basins are numbered from 1 to 9. 
Consider the flooding from the Consider the flooding from the 
minimum m  . minimum m  . 

When filling CB1, an overflow When filling CB1, an overflow 
occurs towards CB2.occurs towards CB2.

Now, if we fill in CB2, the first Now, if we fill in CB2, the first 
overflow occurs towards CB1.overflow occurs towards CB1.

11

Where Are the Waterfalls?Where Are the Waterfalls?
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overflow occurs towards CB1.overflow occurs towards CB1.

In this case, overflows In this case, overflows 
(waterfalls) are symmetrical.(waterfalls) are symmetrical.

Therefore, the part of the Therefore, the part of the 
watershed line separating CB1 watershed line separating CB1 
from CB2 can be removed and from CB2 can be removed and 
the floods in CB1 and CB2 can the floods in CB1 and CB2 can 
be mergbe merg ed.ed.



If this flooding process is iterated, If this flooding process is iterated, 
the flood invades CB3 which in the flood invades CB3 which in 
return, when flooded, pours into the return, when flooded, pours into the 
merged basins CB1 and CB2. Here merged basins CB1 and CB2. Here 
again the waterfalls being again the waterfalls being 
symmetrical, CB3 is merged to the symmetrical, CB3 is merged to the 
flood.flood.

Step by step, because, in each case, Step by step, because, in each case, 
waterfalls are symmetrical, all the waterfalls are symmetrical, all the 
catchment basins from 1 to 6 are catchment basins from 1 to 6 are 
merged.merged.

Waterfalls Are Here…Waterfalls Are Here…
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merged.merged.

But, when the flood pours into CB7, But, when the flood pours into CB7, 
the situation changes. Now, if we the situation changes. Now, if we 
flood CB7, the waterfall is no longer flood CB7, the waterfall is no longer 
symmetrical. Therefore, the symmetrical. Therefore, the 
watershed line between CB7 and the watershed line between CB7 and the 
merged basins must be preserved.merged basins must be preserved.



The The same result can be same result can be 
obtained by filling the lower obtained by filling the lower 
catchment basins of the catchment basins of the 
initial function and by initial function and by 
performing the watershed performing the watershed 
transform of the new transform of the new 
function.function.

The successive floods generate the The successive floods generate the 

Filling the Lower Catchment BasinsFilling the Lower Catchment Basins
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The successive floods generate the The successive floods generate the 
lower catchment basins associated lower catchment basins associated 
with each CB (flood just before the with each CB (flood just before the 
overflow through the overflow through the FOZ).FOZ).

This can be achieved directly by a This can be achieved directly by a 
geodesic dual geodesic dual reconstruction of the reconstruction of the 
initial function by the initial function by the FOZ. FOZ. 

FOZFOZ



InsteadInstead of of usingusing FOZ (not FOZ (not easyeasy to to detectdetect themthem ), the ), the wholewhole set of set of 
watershedwatershed lineslines maymay bebe usedused. The . The resultresult willwill bebe the the samesame becausebecause the the 
FOZ FOZ isis the the regionregion atat the the lowestlowest altitude altitude borderingbordering the the catchmentcatchment basin.basin.

•• f, initial f, initial functionfunction
•• let us let us definedefine g:g:
g (x) = f (x) if and g (x) = f (x) if and onlyonly if x if x belongsbelongs to to 
the the watershedswatersheds of  fof  f
g (x) = max if notg (x) = max if not

Reconstruction and Reconstruction and HierarchicalHierarchical ImageImage

g (x) = max if notg (x) = max if not
•• h = R*h = R*f f (g) , (g) , resultresult of the dual of the dual 
reconstruction of f by reconstruction of f by gg
•• W(h), W(h), watershedwatershed of h, of h, producesproduces the the 
hierarchicalhierarchical segmentation of segmentation of higherhigher
levellevel

Lower catchmentLower catchment
basinsbasins
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WhenWhen f f isis a a valuedvalued WTS, WTS, h h isis identicalidentical to to the the 
previouslypreviously defineddefined hierarchicalhierarchical image.image.



The waterfalls transformation can also be obtained by performing the The waterfalls transformation can also be obtained by performing the 
watershed transform of a new image, the hierarchica l image.watershed transform of a new image, the hierarchica l image.

Waterfalls and Hierarchical ImagesWaterfalls and Hierarchical Images

•• Each catchment basin of the Each catchment basin of the 
initial watershed image is flooded initial watershed image is flooded 
and filled (in green).and filled (in green).

•• This new image is called This new image is called 

•• Each catchment basin of the Each catchment basin of the 
initial watershed image is flooded initial watershed image is flooded 
and filled (in green).and filled (in green).

•• This new image is called This new image is called 
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Initial watershed image

Hierarchical image and 
waterfalls transformation

•• This new image is called This new image is called 
hierarchical image.hierarchical image.

•• The watershed transform of the The watershed transform of the 
hierarchical image is identical to hierarchical image is identical to 
the waterfalls transform (in red).the waterfalls transform (in red).

•• This new image is called This new image is called 
hierarchical image.hierarchical image.

•• The watershed transform of the The watershed transform of the 
hierarchical image is identical to hierarchical image is identical to 
the waterfalls transform (in red).the waterfalls transform (in red).



In this case, the hierarchical approach and the wat erfall approach are In this case, the hierarchical approach and the wat erfall approach are 
identical. The waterfall transformation is the gene ralisation for any identical. The waterfall transformation is the gene ralisation for any 
function of the hierarchical approach.function of the hierarchical approach.

The minimal valuation of the The minimal valuation of the 
catchment basin corresponds to the catchment basin corresponds to the 
height of the lower FOZ. This valuation height of the lower FOZ. This valuation 
produces the same result as the produces the same result as the 
reconstruction of the gradient mosaic reconstruction of the gradient mosaic 
function by the lower FOZ.function by the lower FOZ.

Waterfalls and Mosaic ImagesWaterfalls and Mosaic Images

Gradient mosaic imageGradient mosaic image

Hierarchical imageHierarchical image Waterfall imageWaterfall image

function by the lower FOZ.function by the lower FOZ.
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Using the Waterfalls TransformUsing the Waterfalls Transform
•• Efficient and non parametric approach to reduce ove rEfficient and non parametric approach to reduce ove r--segmentation.segmentation.

•• The process can be iterated.The process can be iterated.•• The process can be iterated.The process can be iterated.
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• But the process ends up with the empty set (no stop  criterion).But the process ends up with the empty set (no stop  criterion).
•• It is difficult to select  a «It is difficult to select  a « goodgood » hierarchical level.» hierarchical level.
•• Another annoying problem appears…Another annoying problem appears…

• But the process ends up with the empty set (no stop  criterion).But the process ends up with the empty set (no stop  criterion).
•• It is difficult to select  a «It is difficult to select  a « goodgood » hierarchical level.» hierarchical level.
•• Another annoying problem appears…Another annoying problem appears…

?

S0 S1 S2
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ProtocolProtocol

•• One One startsstarts fromfrom an initial an initial valuedvalued watershedwatershed ss 00

•• An An iterativeiterative processprocess producesproduces successive successive hierarchicalhierarchical
segmentations ssegmentations s ii::
ss ii = w(h= w(h ii--11) ) wherewhere hh ii--11 isis the the hierarchicalhierarchical image image associatedassociated to the to the 
segmentation ssegmentation s ii--11

HierarchicalHierarchical

IteratingIterating the the WaterfallsWaterfalls TransformTransform

HierarchicalHierarchical
segmentationsegmentation

Hierarchical imageHierarchical image

WatershedWatershed ReconstructionReconstruction
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•• The successive hierarchical levels are far from bei ng The successive hierarchical levels are far from bei ng relevant…relevant…
Waterfalls ShortWaterfalls Short--sightednesssightedness

Three different kinds of removed Three different kinds of removed Three different kinds of removed Three different kinds of removed 

The waterfalls transforms The waterfalls transforms 
removes too many contours!removes too many contours!

4646

1

Three different kinds of removed Three different kinds of removed 
contours appear:contours appear:

1.1. Contours whose altitude is higher Contours whose altitude is higher 
or equal to hor equal to h

2.2. Contours whose altitude is lower Contours whose altitude is lower 
than h but closer to it than to 0than h but closer to it than to 0

3.3. Contours whose altitude is close Contours whose altitude is close 
to 0 to 0 

Three different kinds of removed Three different kinds of removed 
contours appear:contours appear:

1.1. Contours whose altitude is higher Contours whose altitude is higher 
or equal to hor equal to h

2.2. Contours whose altitude is lower Contours whose altitude is lower 
than h but closer to it than to 0than h but closer to it than to 0

3.3. Contours whose altitude is close Contours whose altitude is close 
to 0 to 0 

2

3

Only the removal of type (3) Only the removal of type (3) 
contours is legitimate!contours is legitimate!

In red, hierarchical image h associated In red, hierarchical image h associated 
with the next level of hierarchywith the next level of hierarchy
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ProblemProblem withwith the the WaterfallsWaterfalls OperatorOperator

Initial Segmentation sInitial Segmentation s 0 0 

HierarchicalHierarchical Image hImage h 00

((valuedvalued watershedwatershed))

30 Mai 2006
47

HierarchicalHierarchical Segmentation sSegmentation s 11
ss 11 = = w(hw(h00))

(In (In greygrey, , removedremoved contours)contours)

11 The The labelledlabelled contour  contour  isis
higherhigher thanthan the the hierarchicalhierarchical
image h and image h and thereforetherefore, , itit
shouldshould bebe preservedpreserved!!
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Enhanced WaterfallsEnhanced Waterfalls

The Waterfalls transform can be improved by reThe Waterfalls transform can be improved by re--int roducing type 1 introducing type 1 
contours at each level of hierarchy.contours at each level of hierarchy.

•• The The numbernumber of of 
intermediaryintermediary levelslevels
of of hierarchyhierarchy remainsremains
the the samesame

•• This This isis a selfa self --
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•• This This isis a selfa self --
lockinglocking processprocess (the (the 
last last hierarchicalhierarchical
image image beingbeing equalequal to to 
0, the 0, the previousprevious
contours are contours are rere--
introducedintroduced).).

ComparisonComparison betweenbetween the last the last levelslevels of of hierarchyhierarchy of the of the 
«« classicalclassical » » waterfallswaterfalls transformtransform and the and the enhancedenhanced one.one.



Standard Segmentation AlgorithmStandard Segmentation Algorithm

When type 2 contours are also reWhen type 2 contours are also re--introduced (conto urs whose introduced (contours whose 
altitude is lower than h but closer to it than to 0 ), the corresponding altitude is lower than h but closer to it than to 0 ), the corresponding 
algorithm is named standard algorithm.algorithm is named standard algorithm.

22
11

33
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AtAt eacheach stepstep ii ::
•• Segmentation sSegmentation s i+1i+1 isis obtainedobtained fromfrom a a watershedwatershed of hof h ii
•• HierarchicalHierarchical image himage h i+1i+1 isis computedcomputed
•• The The heightheight of contours of of contours of infinf((ss ii,s,s 00) ) –– thosethose initial contours initial contours whichwhich stillstill
belongbelong to to ss ii –– isis comparedcompared to hto h i+1i+1. If s. If s 00 > h> h i+1i+1 -- ss 00 ((itit isis a type 1 or 2 a type 1 or 2 
contour), the contour contour), the contour isis keptkept..
•• But But beforebefore addingadding itit to sto s i+1i+1, , itsits heightheight isis modifiedmodified and and isis set toset to hh i+1i+1.          .          



IteratingIterating the standard the standard algorithmalgorithm

Initial segmentation Initial segmentation ss 00 Initial Initial hierarchicalhierarchical image image hh 00 In In redred and black, and black, hh 11
In black, In black, ss 11 = w(h= w(h00) ) 

50

In In greygrey, contours to , contours to bebe
checkedchecked ((removedremoved by the by the 
initial WTS of initial WTS of hh 00))

In green, In green, preservedpreserved
contours. contours. HeightHeight of type of type 
2 2 onesones isis modifiedmodified

Final segmentation Final segmentation s’s’ 11

NextNext stepstep, segmentation , segmentation 
ss 11 and and hierarchicalhierarchical image image 
hh11 ((blueblue and black)and black)

In black, initial In black, initial segmentasegmenta--
tiontion ss 22, , ss 22 = w(h= w(h11). In ). In greygrey, , 
contours to contours to bebe checkedchecked

In In redred, , hierarchyhierarchy hh 2 2 . In green, . In green, 
preservedpreserved and and modifiedmodified
contours. In contours. In greygrey, , removedremoved onesones
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IteratingIterating the standard the standard algorithmalgorithm ((continuedcontinued ))

The The heightheight of type 2 contours must of type 2 contours must bebe modifiedmodified in in orderorder to to bebe able to able to 
iterateiterate the the processprocess..

Grey contour Grey contour isis removedremoved
((itsits initial initial heightheight in sin s 00 isis not not 
sufficientsufficient comparedcompared to to hh 22

Initial sInitial s 00. In . In redred, , heightheight of of hh 22

ss 00 < h< h22 –– ss 00

Final segmentation s’Final segmentation s’ 22

Final level with standard algorithm

The The numbernumber of of hierarchyhierarchy
levelslevels isis unchangedunchanged
comparedcompared to the to the 
enhancedenhanced waterfallswaterfalls
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A General Standard Segmentation AlgorithmA General Standard Segmentation Algorithm

Enhanced waterfalls and standard algorithm are two particular cases of Enhanced waterfalls and standard algorithm are two particular cases of 
a more general algorithm controlled by a parameter a more general algorithm controlled by a parameter λλλλ ..
Enhanced waterfalls and standard algorithm are two particular cases of Enhanced waterfalls and standard algorithm are two particular cases of 
a more general algorithm controlled by a parameter a more general algorithm controlled by a parameter λλλλ ..

The heights of the contours 
belonging to s i-1 are multiplied 
by a factor λλλλ and compared to 
the current hierarchy. Those 
which are higher define a mask 
m (green dots):

The heights of the contours 
belonging to s i-1 are multiplied 
by a factor λλλλ and compared to 
the current hierarchy. Those 
which are higher define a mask 
m (green dots):

λλλλλλλλss ii--11

h(h(ss ii))
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( ) = ∧ ∨ i i 0s' m h s s

( ) ( ){ }−= λ ∧ ≥0 i 1 im x : s s h s

m (green dots):m (green dots): h(h(ss ii))

The marked contours are reintroduced in the current  The marked contours are reintroduced in the current  
segmentation ssegmentation s ii::
The marked contours are reintroduced in the current  The marked contours are reintroduced in the current  
segmentation ssegmentation s ii::

WhenWhen λ λ λ λ is equal to 1, we obtain the enhanced waterfalls. 
When λλλλ isis equalequal to 2, to 2, wewe getget the standard the standard algorithmalgorithm ..



P algorithmP algorithm

In the previous algorithms, the contours which are preserved In the previous algorithms, the contours which are preserved 
or removed in the current hierarchical level i+1 al ways belong or removed in the current hierarchical level i+1 al ways belong 
to the segmentation sto the segmentation s ii..

HoweverHowever, if the , if the heightheight of the contours ofof the contours of ss00 [ [ insteadinstead of of infinf((ss ii,s,s 00)] )] 
isis comparedcompared to hto h i+1i+1, , wewe definedefine a new a new procedureprocedure namednamed P P 
algorithmalgorithm ..

•• This new This new algorithmalgorithm allowsallows to to rere--introduceintroduce contours contours whichwhich
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•• This new This new algorithmalgorithm allowsallows to to rere--introduceintroduce contours contours whichwhich
have been have been eliminatedeliminated in the in the previousprevious levelslevels of of hierarchyhierarchy..

•• SomeSome of of thesethese contours are contours are insideinside particularparticular structures of structures of 
the the hierarchicalhierarchical image image calledcalled maximamaxima--islandsislands..

•• TheseThese islandsislands are are suppressedsuppressed by the by the watershedwatershed transformtransform
becausebecause thisthis operatoroperator isis semisemi--homotopichomotopic..

•• P P algorithmalgorithm , by , by rere--introducingintroducing thesethese maximamaxima--islandsislands, let , let 
themthem contributecontribute to the to the hierachicalhierachical processprocess..



The The watershedwatershed transformtransform isis semisemi--homotopichomotopic, , itit preservespreserves minima minima 
but but itit removesremoves maxima maxima insideinside catchmentcatchment basins.basins.

•• HoweverHowever , , manymany relevant maximarelevant maxima --

SemiSemi--HomotopyHomotopy of the of the WatershedWatershed TransformTransform

•• HoweverHowever , , manymany relevant maximarelevant maxima --
islandsislands are are likelylikely to to appearappear in the in the 
hierarchicalhierarchical images.images.

•• P P algorithmalgorithm , by , by rere--injectinginjecting somesome
contours, contours, givesgives the the capabilitycapability of of thesethese
maximamaxima--islandsislands to to bebe rere--introducedintroduced
whenwhen theythey have been have been removedremoved in the in the 
previousprevious stepssteps..
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StepsSteps of P of P AlgorithmAlgorithm

HierarchicalHierarchical segmentation ssegmentation s ii--11
A maximumA maximum --islandisland isis likelylikely to to appearappear
(green (green bracketbracket))

HierarchicalHierarchical image himage h ii--11

55

Initial Initial hierarchicalhierarchical segmentation ssegmentation s i i = w(h= w(h ii--11))
The maximumThe maximum --islandisland appearsappears. Final . Final 
segmentation segmentation s’s’ i i = s= s i i (no (no addedadded contourcontour ))

HierarchicalHierarchical image image hh ii
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StepsSteps of P of P AlgorithmAlgorithm ((continuedcontinued ))

Initial Initial hierarchicalhierarchical segmentation  segmentation  ss i+1 i+1 = = 
w(hw(h ii). Due to the semi). Due to the semi--homotopyhomotopy of the of the 
watershedwatershed transformtransform , the maximum, the maximum --islandisland
isis removedremoved. . 

All the contours of sAll the contours of s 00 are are comparedcompared to to hh i+1 i+1 (in (in 
redred). Green contours are ). Green contours are addedadded. The . The heightheight
of the contour of the contour insideinside the maximumthe maximum --islandisland isis
modifiedmodified..

56

Final Final hierarchicalhierarchical segmentation s’segmentation s’ i+1i+1..

ReRe--introducingintroducing the the internalinternal contour contour allowsallows the the reappearancereappearance of the of the 
maximummaximum --islandisland whichwhich willwill contributecontribute to the to the genesisgenesis of the of the nextnext
hierarchicalhierarchical image. image. 
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PropertiesProperties of P of P AlgorithmAlgorithm

s0 s1 s2 s3                                  s4
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s5 s6 s7

Occurrence of Occurrence of oscillatingoscillating
contourscontours

• AnyAny periodicityperiodicity maymay occuroccur. . MoreoverMoreover, , itit cancan change change duringduring the the 
processprocess..
•• HoweverHowever, the , the algorithmalgorithm isis selfself--lockinglocking (no (no infiniteinfinite oscillation, oscillation, atat
least for digital images).least for digital images).



Examples of segmentations with P AlgorithmExamples of segmentations with P Algorithm
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ExamplesExamples of Segmentation (of Segmentation (continuedcontinued ))
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More More ExamplesExamples of Segmentationof Segmentation
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Towards a General Hierarchical Segmentation Towards a General Hierarchical Segmentation 
AlgorithmAlgorithm

The previous generalisation can be extended by intr oducing a second The previous generalisation can be extended by intr oducing a second 
parameter which defines the  offset between the cur rent segmentation parameter which defines the  offset between the cur rent segmentation ss ii
and an older one sand an older one s jj (with I > j)  which it is compared to.  (with I > j)  which it is compared to.  

The previous generalisation can be extended by intr oducing a second The previous generalisation can be extended by intr oducing a second 
parameter which defines the  offset between the cur rent segmentation parameter which defines the  offset between the cur rent segmentation ss ii
and an older one sand an older one s jj (with I > j)  which it is compared to.  (with I > j)  which it is compared to.  
• Selection of the level of hierarchical Selection of the level of hierarchical 
segmentation ssegmentation s jj to be compared with the to be compared with the 
current hierarchical image h(scurrent hierarchical image h(s ii).  Sup().  Sup(ii –– j, 0) is j, 0) is 
called the offset.called the offset.
• The heights of the contours belonging to s j 
are multiplied by a factor λ, λ, λ, λ, called gain, and 

• Selection of the level of hierarchical Selection of the level of hierarchical 
segmentation ssegmentation s jj to be compared with the to be compared with the 
current hierarchical image h(scurrent hierarchical image h(s ii).  Sup().  Sup(ii –– j, 0) is j, 0) is 
called the offset.called the offset.
• The heights of the contours belonging to s j 
are multiplied by a factor λ, λ, λ, λ, called gain, and 

λλλλλλλλss jj
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Offset  maximum (the initial segmentation  sOffset  maximum (the initial segmentation  s 00 is always compared to the is always compared to the 
current hierarchy) and current hierarchy) and λλλλλλλλ = 2                    P algorithm= 2                    P algorithm
Offset = 1                   Enhanced waterfalls an d standard algorithm Offset = 1                   Enhanced waterfalls an d standard algorithm 

Offset  maximum (the initial segmentation  sOffset  maximum (the initial segmentation  s 00 is always compared to the is always compared to the 
current hierarchy) and current hierarchy) and λλλλλλλλ = 2                    P algorithm= 2                    P algorithm
Offset = 1                   Enhanced waterfalls an d standard algorithm Offset = 1                   Enhanced waterfalls an d standard algorithm 

( ) = ∧ ∨ i i 0s' m h s s

( ) ( ){ }= λ ∧ ≥0 j im x : s s h s

are multiplied by a factor λ, λ, λ, λ, called gain, and 
compared to the current hierarchy. Those 
which are higher define a mask m (green dots):

are multiplied by a factor λ, λ, λ, λ, called gain, and 
compared to the current hierarchy. Those 
which are higher define a mask m (green dots):

h(sh(s ii))

•• The marked contours are reintroduced in the current  segmentation sThe marked contours are reintroduced in the current  segmentation s ii::•• The marked contours are reintroduced in the current  segmentation sThe marked contours are reintroduced in the current  segmentation s ii::

((OperatorsOperators and and examplesexamples availableavailable in MAMBA)in MAMBA)



HierarchicalHierarchical Segmentation and Segmentation and ThresholdingThresholding
RegardingRegarding the last the last levellevel of of hierarchyhierarchy, P , P algorithmalgorithm , standard one and , standard one and 
enhancedenhanced waterfallswaterfalls boilboil down to a simple down to a simple thresholdthreshold of sof s 00 ((followedfollowed by by 
the the removalremoval of of isolatedisolated contours).contours).

ThresholdThreshold of sof s ClippingClipping

ss00

The The thresholdthreshold value value isis determineddetermined automaticallyautomatically accordingaccording to to somesome
saliencysaliency criteriacriteria (not (not entirelyentirely understoodunderstood).).
The The samesame thresholdthreshold isis appliedapplied on the WHOLE image (and on the WHOLE image (and itit can’tcan’t bebe the the 
otherother wayway….)….)

Initial imageInitial image

hhNN
HeightHeight of of minimum =52minimum =52

ThresholdThreshold of sof s 00
atat value 26value 26

ClippingClipping
((AlgoAlgo P)P)
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Contours RelevanceContours Relevance
•• Assume that the relevance of the contours can be (a nd must be) Assume that the relevance of the contours can be (a nd must be) 

assessed locally by comparing them to their neighbo rhood.assessed locally by comparing them to their neighbo rhood.
•• What are the size and shape of this neighborhood? What are the size and shape of this neighborhood? 
•• It is likely that, the smaller the size of the neig hborhood, the It is likely that, the smaller the size of the neig hborhood, the 

greater the number of relevant contours. greater the number of relevant contours. 
•• At the end, if we assess the relevance of contours very locally, no At the end, if we assess the relevance of contours very locally, no 

doubt that all the contours of the initial watershe d segmentation doubt that all the contours of the initial watershe d segmentation 
will be considered as relevant!will be considered as relevant!
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When restricting the field of analysis, contours in side the coins When restricting the field of analysis, contours in side the coins 
which where not relevant (2which where not relevant (2 ndnd image) are finally preserved by P image) are finally preserved by P 
algorithm (4algorithm (4 thth image).image).



«« GroundGround TruthTruth » and Segmentation» and Segmentation

•• P, standard algorithms are not, by any means,  P, standard algorithms are not, by any means,  
contentcontent--based segmentation tools.based segmentation tools.

64

•• Comparing the results provided by these Comparing the results provided by these 
algorithms to human segmentations (Berkeley algorithms to human segmentations (Berkeley 
dataset for instance) is meaningless for at least dataset for instance) is meaningless for at least 
two reasons: two reasons: 

�� a huge part of semantic knowledge is involveda huge part of semantic knowledge is involved

�� drawing needs to focus locally one’s attention drawing needs to focus locally one’s attention 
on the drawn contour. on the drawn contour. 

On top, two human On top, two human 
segmentations of the segmentations of the 
mare and foal image mare and foal image 
(Berkeley dataset) . (Berkeley dataset) . 
Bottom image, result of P Bottom image, result of P 
algorithmalgorithm
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Residues, a New Impulse for Morphological  Image Residues, a New Impulse for Morphological  Image 
SegmentationSegmentation

•• Almost all the morphological tools used in supervis ed segmentation Almost all the morphological tools used in supervis ed segmentation 
belong to the residual transformations class. belong to the residual transformations class. 

•• These operators can also be used for unsupervised s egmentation These operators can also be used for unsupervised s egmentation 
(pilings operators).(pilings operators).

•• Their main advantage lies on their capability to au tomatically adapt  Their main advantage lies on their capability to au tomatically adapt  
the parameters of the primitive transforms to the l ocal characteristics of the parameters of the primitive transforms to the l ocal characteristics of 
the image.the image.

•• Almost all the morphological tools used in supervis ed segmentation Almost all the morphological tools used in supervis ed segmentation 
belong to the residual transformations class. belong to the residual transformations class. 

•• These operators can also be used for unsupervised s egmentation These operators can also be used for unsupervised s egmentation 
(pilings operators).(pilings operators).

•• Their main advantage lies on their capability to au tomatically adapt  Their main advantage lies on their capability to au tomatically adapt  
the parameters of the primitive transforms to the l ocal characteristics of the parameters of the primitive transforms to the l ocal characteristics of 
the image.the image.
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the image.the image.

•• The results provided by the residual operators are so efficient that the The results provided by the residual operators are so efficient that the 
Watershed transform becomes… unnecessary.Watershed transform becomes… unnecessary.

•• However, some operators are still slow. But new imp lementations are However, some operators are still slow. But new imp lementations are 
under study.under study.

•• The residual operators open new prospects in morpho logical image The residual operators open new prospects in morpho logical image 
segmentation.segmentation.

the image.the image.

•• The results provided by the residual operators are so efficient that the The results provided by the residual operators are so efficient that the 
Watershed transform becomes… unnecessary.Watershed transform becomes… unnecessary.

•• However, some operators are still slow. But new imp lementations are However, some operators are still slow. But new imp lementations are 
under study.under study.

•• The residual operators open new prospects in morpho logical image The residual operators open new prospects in morpho logical image 
segmentation.segmentation.



A A UnifiedUnified HierarchicalHierarchical Segmentation Segmentation ApproachApproach ??
•• All the All the hierarchicalhierarchical operatorsoperators introducedintroduced herehere belongbelong to a unique to a unique 
type of type of operatorsoperators derivedderived fromfrom the initial the initial waterfallswaterfalls transformtransform ..

•• TheyThey are are controlledcontrolled by by twotwo parametersparameters: the gain and the offset.: the gain and the offset.
•• RegardingRegarding the offset, the offset, resultsresults seemseem to to bebe more efficient more efficient whenwhen itit isis
equalequal to the to the infiniteinfinite (P (P algorithmalgorithm in in particularparticular).).

•• The gain The gain bringsbrings alsoalso a a wayway to to copecope withwith anamorphoses. P anamorphoses. P algorithmalgorithm
in in particularparticular isis veryvery sensitive to sensitive to anamorphosisanamorphosis operatorsoperators (Gamma (Gamma 
correction for instance).correction for instance).

66

correction for instance).correction for instance).

•• TheseThese operatorsoperators howeverhowever are not are not veryvery efficient efficient withwith texturedtextured images images 
((itit isis alreadyalready the case for the the case for the watershedwatershed transformtransform ).  ).  SegmentingSegmenting
images images wherewhere texturedtextured regionsregions appearappear needsneeds an a priori an a priori 
segmentation of segmentation of thesethese regionsregions (by (by meansmeans of of residualresidual filtersfilters for for 
exampleexample).).

•• SomeSome of of thesethese operatorsoperators are are stillstill slow (computation time slow (computation time greatergreater
thanthan 40 ms).  40 ms).  
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P P AlgorithmAlgorithm and Visual Perceptionand Visual Perception

•• P P algorithmalgorithm and more and more generallygenerally segmentations segmentations basedbased on an on an infiniteinfinite
offset have a offset have a remarkableremarkable capabilitycapability: the : the foregroundforeground/background /background 
separationseparation. This . This makesmakes P P algorithmalgorithm a a veryvery powerfulpowerful tooltool in perception. in perception. 
This This principleprinciple isis veryvery important in Gestalt important in Gestalt theorytheory..

•• OtherOther principlesprinciples of Gestalt are of Gestalt are alsoalso fulfilledfulfilled ((closureclosure principleprinciple for for 
instance).instance).

•• OtherOther phenomenonsphenomenons of of visualvisual perception perception maymay alsoalso bebe of of primaryprimary
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•• OtherOther phenomenonsphenomenons of of visualvisual perception perception maymay alsoalso bebe of of primaryprimary
importance (articulation, importance (articulation, anchoringanchoring, , colorcolor constancyconstancy, Weber, Weber--FletchnerFletchner
lawlaw, etc.)., etc.).

•• It It isis a a mattermatter of of factfact thatthat a a lot of lot of workwork stillstill needsneeds to to bebe realisedrealised to to betterbetter
understandunderstand the the underlyingunderlying perception perception lawslaws whichwhich are are atat stakestake in in thesethese
operatorsoperators..
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